ABSTRACT


Skripsi. English Department. Letter and Culture Faculty. Gorontalo State University. First advisor Prof. Dr. Hj. Moon Otuluwa, M.Pd and second Advisor Novi Rusnartty Usu, S.Pd, M.Pd. The problem “What are the moral values that contained in Short story “The Golden Touch” By Nathaniel Hawthorne. The objective of this research is to describe how morals values in short story “the Golden touch” by Nathaniel Howthorne. Subject of this research is the short story “the Golden touch” by Nathaniel Howthorne. The method used in this research was descriptive qualitative method. This research used structural approach. The result of this research shows the story contain of moral values. That consists of positive and negative moral values. The Three characters of the story that contain of moral values. There are king Midas, Marygold and the stranger. To identify the moral values that contained in this research used Hartmann’s theory. Four fundamental of moral values based on Hartmann’s theory. There are the Good, The Noble, richness of experience and purity. For the positive moral found moral values that representative love, care, responsibility, wise, regretful, self-confidence. For negative moral values found arrogant, greedy, gripe and avaricious.
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